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Поклик пращурів-Джек Лондон 2020-01-04

Білий Зуб-Джек Лондон 2019-10-18 Повість «Білий Зуб» відомого американського письменника Джека
Лондона (1876—1916) описує події, які відбувалися під час золотої лихоманки на Алясці. Напіввовкнапівсобака народився на волі, але був приручений. Жорстокий і суворий світ, який оточував його,
загрожував неминучою загибеллю. І лише зустріч з доброю людиною допомогла йому вижити. Автор
розповідає про вірність і дружбу, що може бути між твариною та людиною, про нелегкий вибір Білого Зуба
між природними інстинктами лютого хижака та любов’ю до свого господаря.

Seven Trees Against the Dying Light-Pablo Antonio Cuadra 2007-10-23 "Printed in Spanish with facing English
translations, the poems are supplemented by an introduction with an ecocritical focus and by complete notes on
botanical, historical, mythological, and sociopolitical references."--BOOK JACKET.

Dombi i syn”-Charles Dickens 19??

Dementia-Friendly Worship-Virginia Biggar 2019-06-21 Religious faith is a powerful source of comfort and
support for individuals and families facing dementia. Many faith leaders need help in adapting their ministries to
address the worship/spiritual needs of this group. A product of Faith United Against Alzheimer's, this handbook by
45 different authors represents diverse faith traditions, including Christianity, Islam, Judaism, Sikhism, Buddhism
and Native American. It provides practical help in developing services and creating dementia friendly faith
communities. It gives an understanding of the cognitive, communicative and physical abilities of people with
dementia and shows what chaplains, clergy and lay persons can do to engage them through worship. Included are
several articles by persons living with dementia.

Записки патера Брауна = Father Brown’s Memories-Гілберт Кіт Честертон 2018-12-20 Гілберт Кіт
Честертон (1874—1936) – визнаний класик англійської літератури, один з найяскравіших письменників
першої половини XX століття. Його романи і численні есе стали класикою, проте любов читача принесли
розповіді про патера Брауна – тихого, соромливого священика, що майстерно розкриває найбільш заплутані
загадки і злочини. Видання цих оповідань розпочалоя 1911 року і розтягнулося на добру чверть століття,
перетворившись на детективну епопею. Її мудрий і невибагливий герой навіть не завжди прагне покарати
злочинця, але розставляє все по місцях.До видання «Записки патера Брауна» увійшли новели «Багряний
місяць гори Меру», «Останній жалісливець Марнів», «Чоловік із двома бородами», «Проклята книга» та
інші.В формате a4.pdf сохранено издательское форматирование

Revenant-Kat Richardson 2014-08-05 Harper Blaine was your average small-time PI until she died—for two
minutes. Now Harper is a Greywalker, treading the thin line between the living world and the paranormal realm.
And these abilities are landing her all sorts of “strange” cases.... Turmoil, sickness, and destruction are sweeping
through Europe—and its effects are being felt all the way across the world in Seattle. Harper Blaine and her lover,
Quinton, suspect that Quinton’s father, James Purlis—and his terrifying Ghost Division—are involved. Following a
dark trail of grotesque crimes and black magic across the Old World, the pair slowly draws closer to their quarry.
But finding and dismantling the Ghost Division won’t be enough to stop the horror that Purlis has unwittingly set
in motion. An ancient and forgotten cult has allied with Quinton’s mad father. And their goals are far more
nightmarish than Harper and Quinton—or even Purlis—could ever imagine. The pursuit leads to Portugal, where
the desecrated tomb of a sleeping king and a temple built of bones recall Harper’s very first paranormal case and
hold clues to the cult’s true intentions. Harper and Quinton will need all the help they can get to avert a
necromantic cataclysm that could lay waste to Europe and drag the rest of the world to the brink of war.

Межа Фундації-Айзек Азімов 2020-09-27 Другу Фундацію знищено. Перша Фундація — єдина влада, що
контролює Галактику. Принаймні так вважали тривалий час. Але сумніви почали ширитися столицею
Першої Фундації. Колишнього офіцера космофлоту Ґолана Тревіза звинувачують у державній зраді й
висилають зі столиці з таємним наказом — знайти Другу Фундацію. Разом із ним вирушає професор-міфолог
Янов Пелорат, який прагне розшукати Землю — древню колиску людства. Та в незриму битву за владу
вступає третя сила, здатна підкорити собі не лише обидві Фундації, а й усю Галактику…

V, "Do not go gentle into that good night, rage, rage against the dying of the light"-Elizabeth Gould 1965

Hawk Quest-Robert Lyndon 2012-01-05 1072 AD. The Normans have captured England. The Turks have captured
a Norman knight. And in order to free him, a Frank warrior named Vallon must capture four rare hawks. In the
company of a Sicilian scholar and an English falconer, Vallon sets off a heart-stopping odyssey to the far ends of
the earth - from Greenland to Russia to Constantinople, across raging Arctic seas and blood-drenched battlefields.
Braving Viking warlords, vengeful Normans, and the unforgiving elements, Vallon and his comrades must track
down their quarry one by one in a relentless race against time. Ten years in the making, Hawk Quest is high
adventure in the grand tradition of Bernard Cornwell and Robyn Young, an epic story packed with visceral
combat, marvellous period detail, and gripping suspense. The scale is huge. The journey is incredible. The history
is real. This is - Hawk Quest

Nymphs, The Mayflies-Ernest Schwiebert 2007-07-01 Volume I For the fly fisher seeking to catch more and
bigger trout, fishing nymphs--patterns that mimic the larval stage of mayflies--can be a surefire approach.
Nymphs: The Mayflies, the first volume in a totally revised edition of the 1973 original, is the singular authority on
identifying the myriad species of mayfly larvae and tying imitations that will attract trout all across the country.
Author Ernest G. Schwiebert spent the last fifty years of his life traveling, fishing, and gathering information on
scores of mayfly species across the country. The 1973 edition of Nymphs set forth his initial findings. Now in this
wholly revised and expanded form, Schwiebert's last work offers the reader exacting details of every major mayfly
species for the sake of identification, along with recipes for dozens of fly patterns to imitate them. This new
edition also contains numerous stories and anecdotes from Schwiebert's travels, some never set down in writing
before, that further add to the understanding of how to choose, cast, and fish nymphs, and life.

The Last Summer-Lorna J. Shaw 2014-01-28 This is the story of Margaret Darwin, a capable self confident
woman who cared for her husband during seven years as he suffered with Alzheimer's disease and an adult
daughter who wass infected with .HIV After their deaths, she learns that she has ovarian cancer. Determined to
see herself through to the end of her life, she leaves Toronto and her two estranged sons to go to a small town in
northern Ontario where she and her husband had vacationed long ago.. In this small town she meets several
characters who change her self sufficiency to a desperate need to find God and peace for her tattered soul. She
has several alarming adventures as she struggles to find herself again to become whole

The Tale of the Body Thief-Anne Rice 2010-11-17 In a gripping feat of storytelling, Anne Rice continues the
extraordinary Vampire Chronicles that began with the now-classic Interview with the Vampire. For centuries,
Lestat—vampire-hero, enchanter, seducer of mortals—has been a courted prince in the dark and flourishing
universe of the living dead. Now he is alone. And in his overwhelming need to destroy his doubts and his
loneliness, Lestat embarks on the most dangerous enterprise he has undertaken in all the years of his haunted
existence. Look for a special preview of Anne Rice’s Prince Lestat in the back of the book. The Vampire Chronicles
continue in Prince Lestat and the Realms of Atlantis, available for pre-order now. Praise for The Tale of the Body
Thief “Tinged with mystery, full of drama . . . The story is involving, the twists surprising.”—People “Rice is our
modern messenger of the occult, whose nicely updated dark-side passion plays twist and turn in true Gothic
form.”—San Francisco Chronicle “Fast-paced . . . . mesmerizing . . . silkenly sensuous . . . No one writing today
matches her deftness with the erotic.”—The Atlanta Journal-Constitution “Hypnotic . . . masterful.”—Cosmopolitan

A Unicorn Dies-Paul S. Fiddes 2019-09-30 Giles Questing, an undergraduate student at the University of Oxford,
finds his life taking an unexpected turn after the suspicious death of a PhD student, a death the police believe to
be suicide. He determines to solve the mystery by following a trail of artworks that depict a unicorn. Travelling to
museums and galleries, he gradually discovers the truth about whether the student has taken his own life or been
murdered, and who - if anyone - is guilty. His quest immerses him in the world of the unicorn in medieval and
Renaissance art, and introduces him to the present-day obsession with the unicorn in the media, advertising, and
social networks. All this enables him to crack the code of the unicorn that has been buried in the tradition of the
Christian church for many years, and to answer the questions he has about a death that deeply affects him
personally and that finally threatens his own life.

Серце пітьми-Джозеф Конрад (Joseph Conrad) 2015-01-01 Роман «Серце пітьми» (1902) всесвітньо відомого
англійського письменника польського походження та вихідця з України Джозефа Конрада (1857–1924) сягає
найглибших основ людського єства і, можливо саме через це, вважається одним із найвидатніших
літературних творів ХХ століття. Його основною темою, як і інших творінь письменника, є нескінченна
мандрівка західної людини світовими околицями. Бездомний, знекорінений моряк Марлоу винаймається
шкіпером річкового пароплава у бельгійську торгову компанію з єдиним завданням: знайти у нетрях Конго
її найуспішнішого агента — постачальника слонової кістки Курца, — який, з невідомих для Марлоу причин,
став для компанії дуже «незручним». Але буденна для колоніальних часів мандрівка перетворюється у
жахливу подорож до серця пітьми… Сюжет цього роману, але вже наповнений обставинами війни у
В’єтнамі, ліг в основу кінематографічної драми Френсіса Копполи «Апокаліпсис сьогодні» (1979).

Knock Four Times-Margaret Irwin 2011-09-28 This, unlike most of Margaret Irwin's books, is not an historical
novel. It is a peep-show at recent times, so fantastically gay that this, our London, appears as the iridescent scene
of a pantomime or holiday charade. What happened behind the door at which one had to knock four times? Many
wildly incongruous happenings, but chiefly an attack on other doors, the 'everlasting doors' of Prince's Gate,
Queen's Gate, Emperor's Gate, to make them open wide to the rash young adventurer Dicky who had once
gatecrashed them, but was resolved to 'spurn Kensington, march on Mayfair,' and conquer both the New World
and the Old. How Dicky fought his way to fortune, and how Celia fought hers to freedom from behind the Gates of
Kensington, by knocking four times on Dicky's door, is told in this story, which dances along as irresponsibly as a
soap bubble against its brilliantly realized background, shading from the raffish to the respectable. For all its
laughter and absurd situations, it is marked with the humorous sympathy and integrity that have distinguished all
Margaret Irwin's work.

Built To Last-Daniel Carroll 2011-10-18 Daniel Carroll born February 2, 1976 has been through many struggles
in his life. At the age of three he was he by a car, and was in a coma for 3 months. Growing up he tried to find his
way to fit in the best that he could. He struggled with drug abuse for many years, before he came to know Jesus as
his Lord and Savior. After coming to know Jesus, Daniel’s life was changed in many ways as he began to live for
God and allowed Him to work in his life.

Світ, повний демонів. Наука, як свічка у пітьмі-Карл Саган 2019-01-01

River and the Lost-Zan Jarvis 2017-09-06 Lost treasure is the last thing fourteen-year-old River Ereckson
expects to hear about when she visits a powwow to explore the traditions of her American Indian ancestors.Yet
when a fur-clad stranger says she must recover what's lost, the task soon becomes an unavoidable mission. Her
precarious journey takes her into the Spirit world where she confronts the absolute evil of Vega who wants to
drop the treasure into the bottomless Well of Sorrow. It's up to River to retrieve what's been lost so everything
female in Creation—human, animal, and plant—can become fully empowered. Along the way she finds help from a
Mystery man, unusual creatures from the other world, and her own great-grandmothers who have transcended
time. Relying on intuition and improvisation, River accomplishes things she never imagined. But will it be enough
to defeat her enemies?

Into the Madness-Richard H. Stephens 2019-02-12 How do you survive a confrontation with a wyrm bent on
destroying the world? Walk into its gaping maw and fight it from within. A ragtag group of assassins set out to
end the land’s suffering only to discover death awaiting them with open arms. A carefully hidden truth is
revealed—the key to the kingdom’s salvation if the Wizard of the North and her unstable companion can live long
enough to unlock its secret. Waylaid by an eccentric necromancer, and suffering a tragic loss that threatens to
ruin their poorly laid plan, the companions stagger toward a fate no one ever envisioned. An obsidian nightmare is
summoned and Zephyr will never be the same.

Trinity-Patrick Alexander 2014-09-29 An ancient evil stirs in a temple long forgotten. For fifty years it has been
trapped, as the world above prospered; its people in balance with one another. But the Dark King's malice and
spite are unending and after fifty years of bombardment, cracks have begun to appear. Some of the people of
Embre have noticed a change in the land and the balance they cherish. They feel the balance weakening. But will
this knowledge be in time to halt the oncoming storm which threatens to once again sweep across their world?

Works of Charles Dickens: Dombey and son-Charles Dickens 1868

The Writings of Charles Dickens: The posthumous papers of the Pickwick club-Charles Dickens 1894

The Shadow Commission-David Mack 2020-08-11 The wizards of the Cold War must uncover a secret cabal
responsible for the Kennedy assassination in The Shadow Commission, New York Times bestselling author David
Mack's globe-spanning historical fantasy sequel to The Iron Codex. November 1963. Cade and Anja have lived in
hiding for a decade, training new mages. Then the assassination of President Kennedy trigger a series of murders
whose victims are all magicians—with Cade, Anja, and their allies as its prime targets. Their only hope of survival:
learning how to fight back against the sinister cabal known as the Shadow Commission. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Shadow's Edge-Brent Weeks 2009-06-11 The action-packed second book in the Night Angel trilogy, from
international bestseller Brent Weeks Kylar has rejected the assassin's life. In the wake of the Godking's violent
coup, both his master and his closest friend are dead. His friend was Logan Gyre, heir to Cenaria's throne, but few
of the ruling class survive to mourn his loss. So Kylar is starting over: new city, new companions, and new
profession. But when he learns that Logan might be alive, trapped and in hiding, Kylar faces an impossible choice.
He could give up the way of shadows forever, and find peace with his young family. Or Kylar could succumb to his
flair for destruction, the years of training, to save his friend and his country - and lose all he holds precious. 'Brent
Weeks is so good it's beginning to tick me off' Peter V. Brett 'Weeks has a style of immediacy and detail that pulls
the reader relentlessly into the story. He doesn't allow you to look away' Robin Hobb 'I was mesmerised from start
to finish. Unforgettable characters, a plot that kept me guessing, non-stop action and the kind of in-depth
storytelling that makes me admire a writers' work' Terry Brooks 'Weeks has truly cemented his place among the
great epic fantasy writers of our time' British Fantasy Society Books by Brent Weeks Night Angel The Way of
Shadows Shadow's Edge Beyond the Shadows Perfect Shadow (novella) Lightbringer The Black Prism The
Blinding Knife The Broken Eye The Blood Mirror The Burning White

Thematic Units in Teaching English and the Humanities-Sylvia Spann 1975

The Odd Fellow's Companion- 1870

Escape into Space-E.C. Tubb 2011-09-29 The ship rose on a column of invisible, super-heated steam ejected at
incredible velocity. The spread of the blast flattened everything in the immediate vicinity. The surrounding town
was wiped out. Immediately on blast off the automatic pilot engaged hi-drive to avoid the attacking missile. This
put the ship into negative mass with relation to the normal universe. It was now in M-space. The ship was selfcontained. It could keep going till all her occupants died of old age. But where to? Proxima Centauri? Or maybe
Alpha Centauri, Riga, perhaps, or Sirius! The universe is a big space. They hurtled on through space and time
until they saw the planet, a cloud-hidden ball, as it hung in space a hundred thousand miles below the orbiting
vessel. It had seas and clouds, mountains and ice-caps, islands and continents, It had a moon and a yellow G-type

The Infection War-Craig DiLouie 2016-01-19 An omnibus edition of the first two books in Craig DiLouie’s
Infection War series. The world is rocked as one in five people collapse screaming before falling into a coma.
Three days later, the Infected awake with a single purpose–spread the Infection. A small group—a cop, a teacher,
a student and a reverend—team up with a military crew to survive. But at the refugee camp what’s left of the
government will ask them to accept a dangerous mission–back into the very heart of Infection. This edition
features the previously published The Infection (Book One) and The Killing Floor (Book Two) in Craig DiLouie’s
The Infection series.
into-the-dying-light
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sun. Home? Was this their second chance?
Furious Gulf-Gregory Benford 2013-04-23 The last humans from the planet Snowglade have taken flight from the
genocidal mechs aboard the spaceship Argo. As the shop hurtles toward the Galactic Center, hunger and
desperation are taking their toll among the refugees, who are beginning to question the leadership of Captain
Killeen. Convinced that his people's only hope of survival lies in the True Center of the galaxy, he is determined to
find it, with a will bordering on obsession. As the crew of the Argo, an even Killeen's own son Toby, find their faith
in their captain's brilliance tested to the limit, Toby faces his own perilous journey into the unknown, into the
mysterious of adulthood. Like the others in this Family of voyagers, Toby's spine contains microchip implants
holding the memories - the legacy - of his race. But just as the technology is designed to save his people may tear
Toby himself apart, so his father's desperate gamble to save the Argo may plunge the ship and its inhabitants into
a cosmic fit of all-consuming fire.

The Hero Within-Bec McMaster 2018-04-21 As the only healer in a war-stained town, Eden McClain is
devastated when the salt plague sweeps through the wastelands she calls home. Suddenly she's racing against
time to save her people—and her niece—before it's too late. When she hears whispers of a cure, she knows she
can't cross the dangerous Wastelands by herself to get it. She needs a guide. And she's just desperate enough to
turn to a man who once betrayed her. Redemption comes at a price... After years living on the leash of a
dangerous psychopath, Johnny Colton is finally free, but that doesn't mean he can wash the blood off his hands.
The easiest way to deal with the past? Just stop caring. Which is working perfectly for the rugged outlaw, until a
beautiful ghost from the past rigs a trap for him. The last person he wants to see is the woman who haunts his
dreams, but as Eden points out, he owes her one. The only problem? This plague is man-made. Someone
unleashed it. Are they walking into a dangerous trap? And can two past enemies learn to trust each other enough
to survive?

The Eclectic Magazine of Foreign Literature, Science, and Art- 1857

Щоденник Анни Франк-Анна Франк 2021-02-24 «Щоденник Анни Франк» («Щоденник», «Сховище.
Щоденник у листах») – записи нідерландською мовою, які вела єврейська дівчинка Анна Франк з 12 червня
1942 по 1 серпня 1944 року в період нацистської окупації Нідерландів. З початку 1944 року Франк почала
літературно обробляти свої записи, сподіваючись на публікацію щоденника після звільнення Нідерландів,
проте ця робота залишилася незавершеною. Останній запис у щоденнику датований 1 серпня 1944 року. А
через три дні гестапо заарештувало всіх, хто ховались в притулку. Анна Франк померла в концтаборі
Берґен-Бельзен. Протягом двох років в підпіллі Франк писала у своєму щоденнику про події в їхньому
«Притулку», а також про власні почуття і думки. Крім того, дівчина почала писала короткі оповідання а
також цитувала уривки прочитаних книг. Дівчинка мріяла стати відомою журналісткою або письменницею.
Її батько, єдиний хто пережив нацистський терор, посприяв публікації її щоденника в липні 1947 року. Зараз
«Щоденник Анни Франк» перекладений на більше, ніж 60 мов світу. Найновіший переклад українською
Ярослава Мишанича представлено у цьому виданні.

We Follow the Dying Light-David Donaldson 2017-11-13 Wandering through East Hastings is a man whose
memories are locked within a nightmare fortress deep in his subconscious; an opioid addicted mute that has
exhausted the city's mental health resources. Cat Chambers is an anxiety-ridden psychiatrist trying to keep her
experimental trauma clinic afloat. PTER, the controversial technology she uses to witness her patients most
horrific memories, is the penitence she places on herself for her past mistakes. When the addict becomes Cat's
patient, PTER plunges her into the pandemonium tearing apart the man's broken mind. As Cat trespasses through
his memories she discovers links to her own troubled past. Driven by a desperate bid for closure, she risks the
addict's life and her last shreds of sanity, to unlock his secrets. We Follow the Dying Light is a mind-bending,
psychological thriller centered on an intricately imagined technology and a heroine whose own struggles with
mental health are as high-stakes and harrowing as those of her patients.

A Dying Light In Corduba-Lindsey Davis 2011-03-01 One of the stories from the bestselling historical fiction
Falco series. Nobody was poisoned at the dinner for the Society of Oliver Oil Producers of Baetica, though in
retrospect this was quite a surprise... Inimitable sleuth Marcus Didius Falco is back with a vengeance. On one
night, a man is killed and Rome's Chief of Spies left for dead. This leaves no one except Falco to conduct the
investigation. Soon he is plunged into the fiercely competitive world of olive oil production. Political intrigue, an
exotic Spanish dancer and impending fatherhood all add to Falco's troubles.

The Esoteric-Hiram Erastus Butler 1894

The Warden's Legacy-J.A. Giunta 2021-02-28 From Author J.A. Giubta (The Last incarnation, War Golem) comes
a new type of fantasy novel. With a twist of storytelling we share the life of the dragon Stone as he discovers
something that will change the fate of the world. For centuries, dragons fought to rule all. Driven by rage,
corrupted by darkness, they were a scourge of fire and fury that would not abate. Only humans stood in their way,
a brave few in each generation born with magic. Wardens, as they were called, used their power to shield others
and fight back the dragon menace. But the dragons were cunning and used guile to destroy their enemy from
within. When the Wardens fell, the world fell with them. Without their protectors, humanity was hunted to the
ends of Eralle and eventually to extinction. Cities burned beneath the onslaught, with every forest in between.
Trees wilted into ash and did not grow back. Food became scarce, life even scarcer. Older dragons chose to
hibernate, while the rest were forced to scavenge or turn on one another. All had seemed lost, until a young
dragon came upon a human egg, one fashioned of Warden magic. Inside the wooden shell was a promise of
renewal, a helpless infant boy that could coax trees to grow by touch. He carried within him not only a chance at
redemption for all dragons but the gift of hope that would become… …the Warden’s legacy. From the Book "Stone
pressed in the tips of four talons and another from his left hand, a difficult task for one his size. When nothing
seemed to happen, no matter how hard he pushed, he tried moving his claw to a more comfortable position. A
circular section of shell began to turn. He continued the motion and sensed within the shell a movement of its
delicate parts. The prickled circles moved within a groove, and the slender lengths slid one along the other. He
felt and heard a click just as a seam appeared lengthwise across the center of the egg. Air escaped in a faint rush,
like the exhalation of an anxious breath. It held the bitter greens and biting whites of blossomed life and blooming
bough, the caress of sweet blues in summer wind and dulcet yellows in rays of sun. Its touch was so clean, so pure
within his lungs, that he coughed in the face of it and longed for more when it was gone. The egg’s magic had
fled." About J.A. Giunta "I became a writer because of Dungeons & Dragons. At eleven, when my family moved
from New York to Arizona, I traded my entire baseball card collection (which included cards from the ‘50s) for the
basic D&D box set. A huge monetary loss at the time, though I couldn’t have known that at my age, but in the long
run completely justified."- J.A. Giunta

The Guyana Quartet-Wilson Harris 2021-11-30 This epic masterpiece is a radical landmark in modern literature,
reissued with a foreword by poet Ishion Hutchinson to mark Wilson Harris' centenary. 'An exhilarating experience
... Genius.' Jamaica Kincaid I dreamt I awoke with one dead seeing eye and one living closed eye ... Guyana. An
ancient landscape of rainforests and swamplands, haunted by the legacy of slavery and colonial conquest. It is the
site of dangerous journeys through the Amazonian interior, where riverboat crews embark on spiritual quests and
government surveys are sabotaged by indigenous uprisings. It is a universe of complex moralities, where the
conspiracies of a sinister money-lender and the faked death of a murderer question innocence and inheritance. It
is a place where life and death, myth and history, philosophy and metaphysics blur. And it is the birthplace of an
epic masterpiece. Wilson Harris' The Guyana Quartet consists of four incandescent novels: Palace of the Peacock,
The Far Journey of Oudin, The Whole Armour and The Secret Ladder. It is a landmark of twentieth-century
literature, as revolutionary today as it was over half a century ago. 'The Guyanese William Blake . [Such] poetic
intensity.' Angela Carter 'One of the great originals ... Visionary ... Dazzlingly illuminating.' Guardian 'Amazing ...
Masterly ... Near-miraculous.' Observer 'Perhaps the most inimitable [writer] produced in the English-speaking
Caribbean.' Fred D'Aguiar 'An extraordinary writer ... Courageous and visionary ... It speaks to us in tongues.'
Pauline Melville 'Staggering ... Both brilliant and terrifying.' The Times

A Plague of Swords-Miles Cameron 2016-10-27 ONE ENEMY HAS FALLEN A GREATER ONE REMAINS NOW
IT'S WAR . . . The Red Knight withstood the full might of his enemy, and won the day. In a victory which will be
remembered through the ages, he brought disparate factions together and turned them into allies against a more
powerful foe than they had ever seen. Now, he will need his allies more than ever. Because behind one adversary
hid another - one with allies of their own - whose goal was never to destroy Alba, but to distract the Kingdom
while achieving his true aim. And whatever it is, it's probably not in the Red Knight's interest. With one army
defeated, now the Red Knight must fight again . . . and for every one of his allies there is a corresponding enemy.
Spread out in different lands, and on sea, it will all come down to one last gamble. And to whether or not the Red
Knight has guessed their foe's true intentions. With each throw of the dice, everything could be lost . . .

Companions of the Day and Night-Wilson Harris 2012-11-15 'He ascended, eyes riveted, nailed to the steps
leading up to the top of the pyramid of the sun. How many human hearts he wondered had been plucked from
bodies there to feed the dying light of the sun and create an obsession with royal sculptures, echoing stone?... It
was time to take stock of others as hollow bodies and shelters into which one fell...' In Companions of the Day and
Night (first published in 1975) Wilson Harris revives figures from his earlier Black Marsden - chiefly Clive
Goodrich, the 'editor' of this text, who constructs a narrative from the papers of a figure known as Idiot Nameless:
a wanderer between present and past, taking an Easter sojourn in Mexico that lasts both for days and for
centuries. The results have the strangely hypnotic power characteristic of Wilson Harris's fiction.
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